Name | CATEGORY | GRADE | SCHOOL
--- | --- | --- | ---
Dravini | ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE | 8 | SOLON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Villa | CHEMISTRY | 8 | HUDSON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Brian | MEDICINE AND HEALTH | 7 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Anisha | BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES | 10 | HUDSON HIGH SCHOOL
Anne | MEDICINE AND HEALTH | 8 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Miga | ENGINEERING | 7 | OUR LADY OF THE ELEMS MIDDLE SCHOOL
Alexa | ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE | 10 | BEAUMONT SCHOOL
Courtney | HIGH SCHOOL | 7 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
John | CHEMISTRY | 6 | NOTRE DAME ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Joe | BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES | 9 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Nicole | MIDYEAR | 8 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Parna | PHYSICS | 10 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Dhruv | BOTANY | 5 | BIRCHWOOD SCHOOL
Nicole | MIDYEAR | 7 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Stuart | EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE | 11 | ORANGE HIGH SCHOOL
Rohina | CHEMISTRY | 8 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Nicole | CHEMISTRY | 9 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Katherine | ENGINEERING | 10 | BEAUMONT SCHOOL
Olivia | BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES | 7 | MILLER SOUTH
Maddison | CHEMISTRY | 7 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Katherine | ENGINES | 8 | OUR LADY OF THE ELEMS MIDDLE SCHOOL
Jordan | PHYSICS | 7 | MILLER SOUTH
Leigh | FAIRLEY | 7 | ST. RAPHAEL SCHOOL
Kyle | PHYSICS | 5 | NRP STEP SCHOOL
Kimberly | EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE | 7 | ROSWELL RENT MIDDLE SCHOOL
Sarah | MEDICINE AND HEALTH | 8 | ST. ALBERT THE GREAT SCHOOL
John | ENGINEERING | 10 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Ben | GABRINE | 6 | ST. RAPHAEL SCHOOL
Patrick | KALY | 6 | ST. RAPHAEL SCHOOL
Kelly | BOTANY | 8 | OUR LADY OF THE ELEMS MIDDLE SCHOOL
Anna | BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES | 9 | BEAUMONT SCHOOL
Nicholas | CHEMISTRY | 8 | GREGOR CATHOLIC SCHOOL
Madeleine | ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE | 10 | BEAUMONT SCHOOL
Sophia | EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE | 7 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Rajashree | ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE | 8 | HATHAWAY BROWN SCHOOL
Teresa | HASKELL | 7 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Chris | PHYSICS | 10 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Sarah | BIOCHEMISTRY | 11 | BEAUMONT SCHOOL
Bennett | MEDICINE AND HEALTH | 12 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Kendal | YEREM | 12 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Kristina | BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES | 8 | SOLON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Ariana | IRANFAR | 8 | HATHAWAY BROWN SCHOOL
William | PHYSICS | 9 | SOLON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Dusan | JOHNSON | 12 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Christopher | COMPUTER SCIENCE | 7 | HUDSON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Early | JONES | 8 | JONES MIDDLE SCHOOL
Anne | MEDICINE AND HEALTH | 11 | HUDSON HIGH SCHOOL
Erika | KLEK | 8 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Suhini | AGRAWAL | 10 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Karen | MEDICINE AND HEALTH | 12 | WEST GEAUGA HIGH SCHOOL
Alex | AURABALA | 8 | ST. ALBERT THE GREAT SCHOOL
Byron | BIOCHEMISTRY | 11 | BEAUMONT SCHOOL
Katie | EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE | 7 | ROSWELL RENT MIDDLE SCHOOL
Scott | LEGGE | 8 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Yvan | MARKWITZ | 8 | GREGOR CATHOLIC SCHOOL
Katherine | BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES | 12 | MENTOR HIGH SCHOOL
Patrick | MEDICINE AND HEALTH | 11 | HUDSON HIGH SCHOOL
Anne | ENGINEERING | 7 | HUDSON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Mitchell | PALLAI | 6 | ST. RAPHAEL SCHOOL
Clare | PARK | 8 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Lea | FERGUSON | 10 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
William | MEDICINE AND HEALTH | 10 | SOLON HIGH SCHOOL
Conor | KUHN | 8 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Kevin | ENGINEERING | 8 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Jessica | ROBBINS | 8 | HUDSON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Paisie | ROBERTSON | 8 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Tren | SANDRIDGE | 8 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Clare | SCANLON | 8 | ST. RAPHAEL SCHOOL
Patrick | MIDYEAR | 7 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Conner | SEITZINGER | 6 | NHF STEM SCHOOL
Kanithra | SEKARAN | 8 | SOLON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Jennifer | SHAM | 11 | SOLON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Trin | SIEFFERT | 7 | MILLER SOUTH
Allison | SIRAGUSA | 10 | BEAUMONT SCHOOL
Jonathan | STONE | 11 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HS
Sam | STROBEL | 13 | MENTOR HIGH SCHOOL
Vanessa | SUJON | 12 | ELLET HIGH SCHOOL
Kevin | VERDECO | 13 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Andrew | NAZARIO | 8 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Sarat | TALLAMRAJU | 12 | SOLON HIGH SCHOOL
Tobias | TULLAMORE | 13 | SOLON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Ari | TANNER | 12 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Zac | TOMKO | 8 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Brandy | BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES | 13 | SOLON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Brittany | TRUPIN | 7 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Jonathan | LINGER | 8 | INCARNATE WORD ACADEMY
Rebecca | DANZ | 7 | SOLON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Kristin | VANDERLEI | 8 | HUDSON MIDDLE SCHOOL
Rebecca | VAN | 8 | ROSWELL RENT MIDDLE SCHOOL
Fai | VONNICH | 7 | FIRESTONE HIGH SCHOOL
Vincent | VOLTE | 9 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Alexandra | WANNERMANN | 9 | UITCHFIELD MIDDLE SCHOOL
Yousra | WALTER | 13 | ST. VINCENT - ST. MARY HIGH SCHOOL
Rachel | WEIL | 12 | MENTOR HIGH SCHOOL
Lori | WEIL | 8 | SOLON HIGH SCHOOL